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 AIM  

To report assembly tasks in order to add to the inventory of the parent part and subtract from 

the inventory of child parts in the BOM, from the creation of an assembly document, to the 

manual creation of a warehouse task, to task reporting, and to updating the relevant 

inventory document (assembly document).  

WORKING ASSUMPTIONS  

 

 The necessary setups have been performed for the WMS module (see the relevant 

standard operating procedure).  

 A status has been defined for documents that are prepared automatically upon 

completion of an ASM task (in the Document Types per Task Type form, a sub-level of 

Warehouse Task Types). Otherwise, the default initial status is assigned to these 

documents.  

 All parent and child parts have been defined in the Part Catalogue form.  

 A default warehouse has been assigned to the assembly warehouse in the Inv. 

Transaction Documents form (document code = ASM).  

PROCEDURE  

STAGE ONE: CREATING AN ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT 

 

Aim: To open an assembly document.  

1. Enter the Warehouse Assembly form.  

2. The Date column indicates the date for which the assembly will be recorded. Revise 

this to match the actual date of assembly.  

3. The Warehouse and Bin are filled in automatically with default values. Revise as 

necessary to the relevant bin and assembly warehouse.  

STAGE TWO: CREATING AN ASSEMBLY TASK AIM: TO OPEN A WAREHOUSE 

TASK FOR AN ASSEMBLY (ASM) TASK.  

Note: This stage is relevant for warehouse personnel who do not use mobile devices for 

reporting. 

1. Enter the Warehouse Tasks form.  

2. Record the following details:  

 Warehouse: Select the warehouse where the assembly is being performed. The 

Date, Status and Warehouse Task No. columns are filled in automatically. 

 Warehouse Task Type: Select type “ASM” (assembly). The Target Documt column 

is filled in automatically.  
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3. Click the References tab and fill in the assembly document number in the Original 

Document column. The To Warehouse and To Storage Zone columns are filled in 

automatically (based on the assembly document definitions).  

4. Move to the Warehouse Task Items sub-level form and specify the Part Number and 

Planned Qty to be assembled.  

5. Return to the upper-level form and change the task Status to “Execute”.  

STAGE THREE: MANUALLY REPORTING TO AN ASM TASK  

 

Aim: To report completion of the task by warehouse personnel.  

Note: This stage is relevant for warehouse personnel who do not use mobile devices for 

reporting.  

1. Enter the Warehouse Tasks form.  

2. Retrieve the task assigned to you with the “Execute” Status.  

3. If necessary, you can print the task by selecting Print Warehouse Tasks from the list of 

Direct Activations.  

4. Enter the Warehouse Task Items sub-level form.  

5. Record the assembled quantity in the Actual Qty column.  

6. Return to the upper-level form and change the task Status to “Fully Reported”.  

RESULT  

 

The assembled parent parts have been reported, but inventory balances have not yet been 

updated in the system.  

 

STAGE FOUR: PREPARING DOCUMENTS  

Aim: To update inventory balances in the system, as a result of the task reported by 

warehouse personnel.  

Note: This stage is relevant for warehouse personnel who do not use mobile devices for 

reporting.  

1. Enter the Warehouse Tasks form.  

2. Retrieve the task assigned to you with the “Fully Reported” Status.  

3. Select Prepare Documents from the list of Direct Activations in order to update the 

assembly document.  

Note: The assembly document will be finalized if a final status was defined for inventory 

documents prepared upon completion of an ASM task (in the Document Types per Task 

Type sub-level of the Warehouse Task Types form). Otherwise, see the relevant standard 

operating procedure for further instructions on handling this document. 
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RESULTS  

 

 The assembly document has been updated with the actual quantity reported in the 

Warehouse Tasks form.  

 Inventory balances have been updated in the system.  

 


